
COUNTER-MEASURES 
AGAINST 
WEB DEFACEMENT 
AND VANDALISM

DETECT

RECOVER DETECT

REVIEW PROTECT

RESPOND

HAVE  YOU  CLOSED  YOUR  
WEB  SECURITY  LOOP?
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WebOrion™ Defacement 
Monitor leverages on 
3 analytic innovative 
engines to provide 
powerful and granular 
solutions.

Advanced Analytics
The various components of the 
webpage are then automatically put 
through a hashing and verification 
process.

Content Analytics
The webpage is analyzed and base-
lined for its contents including the 
HTML title, number of links, images, 
scripts, style sheets, etc. Advanced 
decision making algorithm engine 
is used to determine if the webpage 
has been modified when checked 
against baseline version.

Image Analytics
Webpage is rendered into an image 
and base-lined, which allows users to 
select regions of the webpage

WebOrion™
Defacement Monitor

ARCHITECTURE & SETUP
WebOrion™ is an agentless software product solution and can support most types of 
websites that are accessible on the Internet.  The subscriber only needs to login to 
the WebOrion™ Self Service Portal to configure the URLs (webpages) that are to be 
monitored and restored.

GRANULAR COMPREHENSIVE CAPABILITIES
Customizable to suit your website using our powerful mix of 
3 analytic engines, carefully designed to detect any suspicious 
activities on your website.

Unique and intelligent baselining process automatically 
differentiates dynamic and static parts of your website, allowing your 
IT team to achieve greater productivity with minimal false alerts.

WebOrion™ Defacement Monitor will provide quick time alerts in the event of a web hack.  Our high fidelity in 
monitoring the web, either by pixel image or by content integrity, provides the client with a high level of assurance 
and reliability, with far less false positives. 

Defacement — Do not be caught off guard!
Be the first to know.

PATENT
PENDING

Customer’s Webserver

WebOrion™ 
Defacement Monitor

Website Owner

Load Balancer

WORKFLOW SCENARIO

Proactive 24×7 
Remote Monitoring

Quick time Alerts of 
Unauthorized Changes

Platform 
Independent
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DEPLOYMENT FLEXIBILITY 
WebOrion™ can be deployed either as a Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) or as  
an on-premise appliance in the organisation network environment. The on-premise 
deployment can be physical appliances or virtual instances to cater to data centres or 
private cloud environments.

Crawl
On day one, it will crawl your 
website and identify all the pages 
to be replicated.

Copy
After the crawl, it starts a copying  
process where it replicates all the pages.

WebOrion™ Restorer 
adopts a 5Cs 
methodology to ensure 
a comprehensive and 
seamless outcome to 
restore your Web.

UNIQUE RESTORATION METHODOLOGY
Seamless integration with different technologies, 
platforms and architectures to achieve automated or 1-click 
restoration of web presence.

Smooth and agile management of secure replicas by allowing 
creation, preview and selection of the most appropriate replica 
of your website.

WebOrion™ Restorer will provide the latest version of a secure replica of your Web – one that removes most of 
the security vulnerabilities, so that your website cannot be easily hacked again.  We give you time and space to 
recover and take the necessary remedial action, while the secure replica maintains your public web presence.

WebOrion™
Restorer

Re-defacement — Do not be bitten twice!
Safeguard your web presence immediately.

End User

WebOrion™ 
Restorer

Secure 
Replica

Automated Creation 
of Secure Replica

Reduced Chances 
of Redefacement

Full Control of 
Replication Process

Create
It then strips off the vulnerabilities 
and creates a secure replica of the 
original website.

Control
In the event of a defacement, traffic 
will be redirected to the Restorer with 
the Secure Replica.

Commission
The Restorer will be commissioned 
to serve out the replicated webpage.

PATENT
PENDING

Monitor polls website for web hacking (eg. defacement).
Restorer does a deep level analysis & crawl of the  website.
Restorer strips away vulnerbilities to create Secure Replica
Monitor alerts the user immediately  in the event of a hack.
Monitor triggers restoration via the Load Balancer.
Traffic is diverted to Secure Replica automatically.
Secure Replica is now accessible for use by the public.



Max. Size of Website

Total Replica Storage Size

Professional Service

Replication Schedule

Max HTTP(s) Request per Second

Max Data Out Per Month

Enterprise SaaS

Enterprise On-Premise Appliance

WebOrion™ Restorer

WebOrion™ Restorer MediumSmallMicro
1000 Webpages

200 GB

500

2  TB

500 Webpages

50 GB

250

1  TB

3 mandays per domain

Once per day

2000 Webpages

800 GB

1000

4  TB

Content and Integrity Analytic Engines

Image Analytic Engine

Polling interval (mins)

Notification

Support

Reports

Multiple Use Login Accounts

WebOrion™ Defacement Monitor 
(Per URL) SilverSilver

Lite Advanced
BronzeBronze

15 mins15 mins 60 mins60 mins 5 mins5 mins

GoldGold

Large

Max. No. of URLs

Form Factor

Enclosure

Power Supplies

Max. Weight (kg)

Size (WxDxH)

Network Ports

Notification Support (Monitor only)

WebOrion™ Defacement Monitor WM-ASV-500WM-ASV-100

1000 

Fits 19-inch rack

750W (1+1 hot swap)

6 x 10/100/1000BT

Syslog, SNMP Traps, Email, SMS (gateway needed)

2 free user login accounts. Additional accounts chargeable.

Monthly

Email & SMS

Email only Email & phone

500

495W (1+1 hot swap)

4 x 10/100/1000BT

2000

2RU

1100W (1+1 hot swap)

32.5 kg

48.2cm x 75.5cm x 8.73cm

8 x 10/100/1000BT

If you have other unique requirements, please feel free to contact us at sales@banffcyber.com

Domain Size

Committed Monitoring (5 min polling interval)

Variable Monitoring (Round Robin & Heuristics)

WebOrion™ Defacement Monitor 
(Per Domain) MediumSmall

1000 URLs
20 URLs

100 URLs

500 URLs
10 URLs

50 URLs

2000 URLs
40 URLs

200 URLs

Large

Mission   To make the cyber world more secure by creating innovative solutions and providing trusted services 
Vision      To be a global technology innovator and disruptor in web, logs and cloud security
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GLOBAL HEADQUARTERS

WR-ASV-100 WR-ASV-500 WR-ASV-1000
WM-ASV-1000

1RU

19.8 kg
48.2cm x 78.5cm x 4.28cm

100 Webpages

10 GB

250

1  TB ??


